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LANDSCAPEPRO v3 SOFTWARE LAUNCHED, NOW WITH ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

December 18, 2018. London, UK. Anthropics Technology announced today the launch
of LandscapePro v3 software, now powered by artificial intelligence. The award-winning
dedicated landscape photo editor features advanced image recognition technology,
atmosphere adjustment tools, object removal tools, new skies, overlay and logo facilities,
sharpening and clarity tools, and improved straightening tools, among other unique timesaving features. This significantly simplifies and speeds up outdoor and nature photo
retouching.
Advanced Image Recognition Technology — Powered by Artificial Intelligence
LandscapePro 3 is better than ever at detecting features in your landscapes. Simply drop
the labels in place and the software finds the areas automatically. Less manual selection
means you can edit your images in no time.

Atmosphere
Enhance landscape photos with atmospheric effects such as rain, fog, lens flare and more.
Weather features adapt to your landscape and are reactive to objects and distance,
allowing them to blend perfectly with your scene.

Remove Objects
Remove unwanted objects from your landscape in seconds. First, paint over the object you
want to remove with the Clone brush, then simply choose what you would like to replace it
with.

All New Skies
A brand new selection of skies ready to enhance your outdoor photographs. Choose from
one of over 150 in the built-in library or import one of your own. You can now also flip skies
horizontally giving you even more options.

Overlay
With the new overlay tools, you can add a layer on top of your original image. Protect your
photography online by adding your own logo or watermark.

Sharpen and Clarity
Easily correct focus and texture with the new Sharpen and Clarity sliders. Each section
now has its own set of sliders so you can adjust all of the elements of your image
independently for the perfect result.

Smart Filter Capability
Streamline your workflow with the new Smart Filter capability. Switch easily between
Photoshop and LandscapePro for even easier and more personalised editing that suits
your style. Exclusive to LandscapePro Studio 3 and LandscapePro Studio Max 3.

EDITIONS
LandscapePro Standard - dedicated landscape photo editing.
LandscapePro Studio - handles RAW files, 48 bit per color TIFFs, supports different color
spaces, and can be run as a plug-in for Photoshop, Lightroom and Elements.
LandscapePro Studio Max - includes Batch Mode and histogram panel for maximum
control.
Compare the different editions: www.landscapepro.pics/editions.

AVAILABILITY, FREE TRIAL AND PRICING
LandscapePro is available to purchase or for a free trial from
http://www.landscapepro.pics/.

SPECIAL LAUNCH PRICES

USD

GBP

EUR

LandscapePro new edition from

$39.95

£29.95

€39.95

Version upgrade from

$29.95

£22.45

€29.95

Tutorial videos: http://www.landscapepro.pics/tutorials/

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
PC
Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7
Mac
OSX 10.7 or later
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###
Notes to Editors
LandscapePro v3 photo-editing software is a brand new offering from Anthropics
Technology Ltd – an R&D photography and graphics software company. Anthropics are
the creators of the photographic industry leading portrait retouching software PortraitPro
(formerly Portrait Professional).
LandscapePro Standard edition is available as standalone landscape editing software,
while the Studio edition also works as a plug-in for Adobe Photoshop, Lightroom and
Photoshop Elements. To download your free trial, please visit:
www.landscapepro.pics/download/. For further information and press images, please visit
our website or email Marina Wainwright, Press Liaison Officer, Anthropics Technology at
marina@anthropics.com.

